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FOREWORD

In 1921 the Harvard Bureau of Business Research began a

study of operating expenses in department stores in coopera-

tion with the National Retail Dry Goods Association. This

study has been continued for a second year, and the results of

the investigation are presented in this bulletin. The work has

been carried on with the financial assistance of the National

Retail Dry Goods Association, and the hearty support of

that Association and the Controllers' Congress, in recom-

mending that their members send in reports, has been of

especial aid.

The first year's work, on operating expenses in the year

1920, was so preliminary in character and commenced at so

late a date that a regular bulletin of results was not pub-

lished. A copy of the report that was sent to the Bureau's co-

operators in December, 1921, however, on Operating Ex-

penses in Department Stores in 1920, is published as an

appendix to this bulletin. Although preliminary in character,

it does have a peculiarly significant value in that it furnishes

an approximate record of what took place during the first

year of severe business depression. A comparison of the re-

sults in 1920 and in 1921 also is worth while since the two in-

vestigations confirm each other at many points, and the con-

trasts that are brought out are of just the sort that might

have been expected.

The schedule that was used in the collection of these figures

was based upon the standard classification of accounts pre-

pared by the Accounting Committee of the National Retail

Dry Goods Association and the Committee on Standardiza-

tion of the Controllers' Congress. A brief explanation of its

schedule was published by the Bureau at the time the



collection of figures on operating expenses'in 1921 was com-

menced. The system of accounts with suggested forms and

instructions for their use has been published officially by the

Controllers' Congress as A Standard Method of Accounting

for Retail Stores. At a few points it was necessary to modify

the classification of accounts in order that the Bureau might

secure fully comparable figures. With these minor exceptions,

however, the schedule used by the Bureau conforms to the

classification of the Controllers' Congress.

In this study schedules were sent in April, 1922, to 4158

department stores in all parts of the United States, with a

request that they submit confidential reports on their operat-

ing expenses in 1921. To the stores that did not reply to the

first letter, a second, and, in some cases, a third request was

sent. Reports were received from three hundred ninety-two

firms, and three hundred one of these reports were used in

the tabulations. The others could not be adjusted closely

enough to the standard classification or came in too late to be

tabulated. Inasmuch as the standard classification of ac-

counts is only gradually coming into use, some discrepancies

still are found in the methods of classifying expenses in de-

partment stores, consequently the results published in this

bulletin must be considered as still somewhat preliminary in

character. These results present, furthermore, only a com-

posite picture of a large and varied industry. The field is one

in which eventually much more detailed analysis is likely to

be found worth while. Despite these qualifications, however,

the results are fairly representative, and they bring out

strongly some of the most significant facts regarding this

business— facts which are none the less important because

they are not accompanied by all the refinements to which an

analysis of the business eventually should be directed.

Melvin T. Copeland,

Director.



OPERATING EXPENSES IN DEPARTMENT
STORES IN 1921

INTRODUCTION

The cost of doing business, according to the reports received

by the Bureau, was higher in department stores in percentage

of net sales in 1921 than in 1920. The chief items which were

higher in ratio to sales in 1921 were salaries and wages, rentals,

and advertising. Many of the smaller items were almost the

same in percentage of sales in both years. The gross margin

between the cost of the merchandise and the sales was slightly

higher in 1921 than in the preceding year, but the difference

was less than the increase in total expense; consequently the

average net profit was lower in 1921. It is to be noted, how-

ever, that the department stores showed an average net profit

for 1921 despite the depression, whereas the retail shoe trade,

the retail jewelry trade, and the wholesale grocery business,

for which the Bureau also has collected figures, each showed

an average net loss for that year.

The department stores from which reports were received

for both 1920 and 1921 showed an increase of 4.3 % in net

sales. This also was in contrast to the other three trades just

referred to— the retail shoe trade having shown a decrease

of 9 % in net sales in 1921, the retail jewelry trade a decrease

of 15 % ,and the wholesale grocery business a decrease of 30 %
in net sales as compared with the preceding year.

Reports on operating expenses in 1921 were received from

three hundred ninety-two department stores with an aggre-

gate volume of sales of $724,820,000. The summaries in this

bulletin, however, are based on the reports from three hun-

dred one firms with an aggregate volume of sales of $496,-
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238,000. All the three hundred one reports that were used

were adjusted to the standard classification of accounts of the

Controllers' Congress so far as the major classification of ex-

penses was concerned.

The firms from which reports were received and tabulated

were located in forty-two states, the District of Columbia,

and Canada. One hundred sixty-eight of these firms were

located in cities with population less than 50,000; forty-nine

firms in cities with population 50,000-99,000; fifty-nine firms

in cities with population 100,000-699,000; twenty-four firms

in cities with 700,000 population and over; and one firm was
unidentified.

In the tables given in this bulletin the major classifications

of expenses are summarized for all the stores reporting. A
separate analysis has been made of salaries and wages for the

stores that could subdivide that item in detail. Inasmuch as

only a small number of stores could give all the details on the

subdivision of the other major classes of expense, separate

tables are not given for the minor subdivisions, but the rela-

tive significance of the subdivisions is pointed out in the dis-

cussion of the main classes. Operating expenses also are

analyzed for five groups of firms classified according to their

volume of sales. This is probably the most valuable summary
in the bulletin. A supplementary summary also is given of

operating expenses of the stores in five Federal Reserve dis-

tricts. An analysis has been made of the stock-turn figures

and of the gross margin and net profit or loss figures of the

firms from which reports were received. In the final section

brief statements are given regarding returns and allowances,

cash discounts taken, and the financial figures of the stores.

The volume of business of the individual department stores

from which reports were received for 1921 ranged from $16,000

to $29,000,000. Only seventeen firms, however, among those

reporting, had sales less than $100,000, and the average vol-

ume of sales was over $1,000,000. The number of firms in



each volume of sales group in 1921 is given in Table 1. The

aggregate volume of sales for the one hundred forty-nine

firms that sent in fully comparable reports for both 1920 and

1921 was $305,173,000 in 1920 and $318,352,000 in 1921. The

group figures for these firms are also given in this table.

TABLE 1

Volume of Business in 1921

Net Sales

All Firms
Reporting

1921

Firms Reporting
Both Years

1920 1921

Less than $250,000 . .

.

. 81 22 25

$250,000-$499,000 ....

$500,00O-$999,000 ....

$l,000,000-$2,499,000 .

$2,500,000 and over . . .

. 66

47

61

. 46

32 34

31 24

36 39

28 27

Total number of firms 301 149 149

Net sales is the figure that is used to represent the volume

of business of each firm; it also is the figure on which the

percentages of expense and of gross margin and net profit or

loss are reckoned. It serves as the common basis for com-

parison. On each report it was determined by deducting

from gross sales, returns and allowances to customers, as well

as cash discounts to employees and other purchasers and

amounts collected from customers for excise and luxury taxes.

OPERATING EXPENSES FOR THE TRADE
AS A WHOLE

The cost of doing business is represented by total expense.

This is the sum of all items of expense, including expenditures

for such items as supplies and postage, insurance, advertising,

wages, and also salary for the proprietor or partners, rent of

the store building whether owned or leased, and interest both

on capital borrowed and also on the net amount of capital in-
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vested in the business. It does not include inward freight,

express, and cartage or alteration costs which are accounted

for in the merchandise statement as part of the cost of the

merchandise. It also does not include excise or luxury taxes,

which are deducted from gross sales, or federal and state in-

come taxes, provision for which is made in the net gain state-

ment after the net gain for the year has been determined. A
detailed explanation of what is included in each item of ex-

pense is given in Bulletin No. 29, Explanation of Schedule for

Department Stores. The method by which the expenses are

classified is illustrated by the copy of the expense statement,

in reduced size, which is reproduced on page 11.

Reports from the individual stores were checked carefully,

at the points where misunderstanding was likely to occur, by

means of the supplementary questions on the schedule on

which the figures were submitted. Where necessary, requests

for additional information were sent to individual firms.

After the percentages were computed, they were tabulated,

and from these tabulations the common figure for each item

of expense was determined by careful statistical methods.

The common figure is not an arithmetical average, but in

each case it is the figure around which the entire group tends

to concentrate. It is determined by the use of the median

and the mode and is adjusted, where necessary, in accor-

dance with the dispersion shown within the group. This

method the Bureau has found from its experience with

various trades during the last ten years gives the most

representative figure — one that is not thrown out of line by

exceptionally high or exceptionally low figures from any indi-

vidual store.

The common figure for the total of each of the fourteen

main divisions of the expense statement is given in Table 2.

These figures were derived from the entries in the "Total"

column at the extreme right of the chart of expenses, illus-

trated on page 11.
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TABLE 2

Operating Expenses in Department Stores in

1921 — 301 Firms

Net Sales = 100 %
Common Figure

Salaries and Wages 15.4 %
Rentals 2.4

Advertising 2.4

Taxes (Except on Buildings, Income, and Profits) .

.

0.6

Interest (On Capital— Borrowed and on Capital—
Owned) 2.3

Supplies 0.8

Service Purchased (Heat, Light, Power, Delivery) .

.

0.6

Unclassified 1.2

Travelling 0.5

Communication 0.2

Repairs 0.2

Insurance 0.4

Depreciation — Losses from Bad Debts 0.2

Other Depreciation 0.5

Professional Services 0.1

Total Expense 27.8

Salaries and Wages.
The common figure for salaries and wages was 15.4% of

net sales in 1921. The lowest figure for this item was 9.9 %
and the highest figure 29.2 % of net sales. These high and low

figures were quite exceptional, however, and a majority of the

firms reported salaries and wages between 13 % and 17 % of

net sales. Although the common figure was 15.4%, there

were enough stores with figures around 13 % to indicate that

the latter figure is the one toward which salaries and wages

are tending.

This expense item includes all the salaries and wages paid

to officers and employees of the store. In the case of a pro-

prietorship or partnership, it also includes a fair salary for

the proprietor or partners. If comparable figures are to be
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secured for different stores, some of which are operated by

corporations with salaried executives and others of which

are operated by individual proprietors or by partnerships,

the inclusion of this salary in expense obviously is neces-

sary. The amount of the salary that is charged for the

proprietor represents the market rate for his services, were

he to enter the employ of another firm.

On the reports from one hundred fifty-three stores salaries

and wages were subdivided. The common figure for each of

these subdivisions of salaries and wages in these one hundred

fifty-three stores is shown in Table 3. It is to be noted that

the common figure for total salaries and wages in this table

is slightly higher than the common figure for salaries and

wages in Table 2. The reason for this is that among the one

hundred fifty-three stores that subdivided salaries and wages

a greater proportion of large firms was included than among
the three hundred one firms whose figures were summarized

in Table 2. The discrepancy, however, was not great.

TABLE 3

Salaries and Wages in Department Stores

In 1921 — 153 Firms

Net Sales = 100 %
Common Figure

Administrative and General— Executive 1.8 %
Other Administrative 0.4

Office ;... 1.4

Occupancy 0.7

Publicity 0.4

Buying 2.0

Receiving, Marking, and Stock-Room 0.3

Inside Selling— Direct .

.

6.6

Managers and Assistants 0.8

Indirect Selling 0.9

Delivery 0.4

Total Salaries and Wages 15.7
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Under Salaries— Executive, which showed a common fig-

ure of 1.8 % of net sales in 1921, the figures of a substantial

number of firms grouped around 1.2%, and another smaller

group centered around 2.5 %. Twelve firms reported execu-

tive salaries in excess of 5 % of net sales.

Salaries— Office showed a marked concentration around

the common figure of 1.4% of net sales. There were no

other outstanding groups.

Salaries— Occupancy similarly grouped around 0.7% of

net sales.

The figures for Salaries— Buying were widely dispersed.

Although 2 % was the common figure, the concentration was

much less marked than in the case of office and occupancy

salaries; a substantial group of firms reported buying salaries

between 1 % and 1.5 % and another group over 2.5 % of net

sales.

Salaries and Wages— Direct Selling were not only the

largest item of the salaries and wages group but they also

were larger than any other item of expense. In this respect

the department stores showed results analogous to those that

the Bureau has found in the other mercantile trades for which

similar studies have been made. In every instance the salaries

and wages of the salesforce have constituted the largest single

item of expense in the average mercantile business. The com-

mon figure for Salaries and Wages— Direct Selling was 6.6 %
of net sales. A substantial number of stores, however, re-

ported figures for this item of approximately 5 % of net sales,

and thirteen firms reported salaries and wages for direct

selling amounting to more than 10 % of net sales.

Salaries and Wages— Managers and Assistants include

compensation paid to sales managers and their assistants,

buyers and their assistants, floor managers and their assis-

tants, proportionate to the time spent in sales management.
The common figure for this item was 0.8% of net sales.

One sub-group concentrated around 0.5% and another

around 2 %.
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The item of Salaries and Wages — Indirect Selling includes

the compensation paid to cashiers and examiners, packers,

transfer desk employees, and bundle girls and also to em-

ployees in the adjustment bureau and mail and telephone

order departments. The common figure for this item was

0.9 % of net sales.

Salaries and Wages— Delivery include the compensation

paid to delivery and shipping room managers, assistants, em-

ployees, messengers, drivers, and others engaged in delivery

service. The common figure was 0.4 % of net sales, but many
variations from this figure were reported.

Rentals.

Rentals include the amounts paid for rent of store, ware-

house, and garage or stable, or a fair charge for the rent of

such premises when they are owned by the firm. It obviously

is necessary to include rent of owned buildings, if worth-while

figures for comparison of expenses with other stores are to be

secured. In order that fully comparable figures for rentals

could be obtained, it was necessary for the Bureau to make a

slight modification in the" method adopted by the Controllers'

Congress for handling this item. The following instructions

quoted from Bulletin No. 29, Explanation of Schedule for De-

partment Stores, show how the figures have been readjusted.

In some cases, stores rent both ground and buildings and pay

a lump sum for rentals out of which the landlord pays taxes, re-

pairs, and insurance and sets aside a reserve for depreciation. In

order to secure a proper comparison between the rent figure for

such a store and the rent figure for a store that owns its buildings,

it is necessary, when the buildings are owned, to include taxes,

repairs, insurance, and depreciation on the owned building in the

figure for rent rather than to enter these items under other ex-

pense headings. Interest on mortgages on real estate is also en-

tered as a part of rentals and not as interest on capital borrowed.

Another reason why it is necessary to handle in this way the ex-

penses that are incurred for owned real estate is that otherwise

several other items would not be comparable. Under Taxes, for
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example, the figure for a store which included taxes on real estate

in this item would not be comparable with the figure for a store in

which taxes on real estate were covered by Rentals. Inasmuch as

some stores operate in leased buildings, where taxes are paid by
,the landlords, it obviously would be impossible to take the amount
of the taxes on real estate out of Rentals and transfer it to the item

for Taxes. The most practical method, therefore, is to include all

real estate charges in Rentals. In the same way, interest, in-

surance, repairs, and depreciation on owned real estate are in-

cluded in Rentals in order that those items for stores that own
their buildings may be compared fairly with the same items for

stores that are operated in leased buildings.

One method of estimating the proper amount to charge as rent,

when both land and buildings are owned, is to compute a fair

charge for interest on the investment in land and buildings used

in the operation of the business, and add to this amount the in-

surance, taxes, repairs, and depreciation on this real estate.

When a store leases its buildings on an arrangement whereby
taxes, repairs, and insurance are paid by the store and not by the

landlord, for the purposes of this report, these items are added to

the rental charge, since they are payments made in lieu of rent.

When the buildings are owned but ground rent is paid, the amount
of this ground rent is added to taxes, repairs, insurance, and de-

preciation on the buildings and interest on capital invested in the

buildings to obtain a comparable rent figure for the whole store.

When a leasehold has been purchased, a yearly charge for amorti-

sation is included in the rental expense. Whether the land and
buildings are owned or leased, whenever payments or allowances

for interest, insurance, taxes, repairs, and depreciation are clearly

in lieu of rent they are included on this Schedule in the rent figure

and not entered under any other expense headings.

Rent of warehouse, New York and foreign buying offices,

garage and stable, and any other buildings used for store opera-

tions is handled in the same way as the rent of store buildings.

Total Net Gain for the year is not affected by charging rent on

owned real estate, since such rent is entered under Interest and
Rentals Earned in the Net Gain Statement after deducting the

amounts charged for taxes, insurance, repairs, depreciation, and
interest paid on mortgages on owned real estate.

Supplementary questions were asked on the schedule to aid

the Bureau in checking these figures. In the previous year
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especial difficulty was experienced not only in obtaining com-

parable rent figures but also in segregating the amounts paid

for such items as taxes, repairs, and insurance on owned real

estate from other taxes, repairs, and insurance expenses so as

to make the figures for these latter items comparable for all

stores.

The common figure for rentals was 2.4 % of net sales.

Twelve firms reported rentals over 5% of net sales, the

highest being 7.6 %. There was a substantial number grouped

around 4%. An even greater number was grouped around

1.7 % of net sales. The tendency quite clearly was toward the

lower figure. In view of the fact that rentals showed a higher

common figure in 1921 than in 1920 it seems fair to conclude

that the normal figure toward which the stores are tending, as

they readjust their expenses and restore their volume of sales,

is from 1.7 % to 1.9 % of net sales.

On the Schedule, rentals was subdivided into Occupancy,

Publicity, Buying, and Delivery. The chief subdivision of

the rentals item was for Occupancy. Only a small number of

stores reported Rentals—Buying. Rentals— Delivery, on

the reports from the stores that gave that item separately, was

in nearly every case less than 0.1 % of net sales. Only thirty-

five stores reported Rentals— Publicity separately. For those

stores the average for this subdivision was 0.4 % of net sales.

This is probably too high a figure to be representative of the

stores generally ; it seems fair to assume that the stores with

the most expensive frontage were usually the ones charging

window rent to publicity and also making a charge for other

publicity rentals.

Advertising.

Advertising, as this item is defined in this classification of

accounts, includes only the expense for advertising space

purchased in newspapers, periodicals, programs, street cars,

and on billboards, and also for electrical signs, catalogues, cir-
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culars, novelties, and displays. The common figure for adver-

tising was 2.4 % of net sales. The highest figure for this item

was 8.2% of net sales; nine other firms reported advertising

expense over 5 %. On the other hand, for a large group of

firms, advertising expense was less than 2 %, with a concen-

tration around 1.7% standing out prominently.

Taxes.

Taxes include city, county, and state taxes on merchandise,

equipment, and capital stock. Excise and luxury taxes are

not included here but deducted from gross sales to determine

net sales. Neither federal nor state income taxes are included

here ; these taxes are provided for in the net gain statement

after the earnings for the year have been determined. Taxes

on real estate, when the real estate is owned or when the

taxes on leasehold are paid by the tenant, are included as part

of the rental expense and not in Taxes. This segregation is

necessary in order to secure comparable figures.

For Taxes the common figure was 0.6 % of net sales. The

chief item in this was the entry under Taxes— Admini-

strative and General. Taxes— Delivery for the stores that

reported this subdivision was a small item, and Taxes—
Occupancy was less than one -fourth Taxes— Administrative

and General.

Interest.

Total interest includes interest on capital borrowed and

also on the net investment in the business, exclusive of real

estate. The method of determining the interest charge is

stated as follows in Bulletin No. 29, Explanation of Schedule

for Department Stores.

Owing to different methods of financing businesses, significant

figures for comparison can be obtained only by including interest

both on borrowed money and on net investment as an operating

expense. The net investment on which interest is charged is ex-

clusive of real estate, because the charge for the use of the real

estate is made to Rentals.
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The average net investment on which interest on capital owned
is determined is the average net worth of the business. It is the

sum of the assets (not including real estate) less the sum of the

liabilities to outsiders (not including capital stock or surplus of a

corporation or undivided profits). The assets include cash, notes

and accounts receivable, net inventories of merchandise, equip-

ment, supplies, and prepayments, such as prepaid insurance.

Goodwill is not included unless purchased outright. The liabilities

include notes and accounts payable and accrued items, such as

unpaid taxes (not mortgages on real estate).

A corporation determines its net investment in the same way
as a proprietorship or a partnership, irrespective of the amount of

capital stock issued. The capital stock authorized may or may
not equal the net investment; hence the net investment is deter-

mined independently.

The rate of interest to be used in calculating the amount to be

included under Interest on Capital — Owned is the ordinary fate on
long-time, reasonably secure investments in the locality in which

the business is situated.

Total Net Gain for the year is not affected by charging Interest

on Capital— Owned, since such interest is entered under Interest

and Rentals Earned on the Net Gain Statement. It is from Total

Net Gain that dividends, sharings, and withdrawals are taken.

A detailed explanation of the reasons why it has been found

advisable to include interest on the investment in expense in

these studies of the cost of doing business is given on pages

24-32 of Bulletin No. 29', Explanation of Schedule for Depart-

ment Stores.

The entry for interest on capital— owned was checked on

each statement by means of the balance sheet figures and the

supplementary questions on the schedule. Although un-

doubtedly a few errors may have crept in, in most instances

it was found possible to check the interest item fully as care-

fully as many of the other items on the expense statement

could be checked.

The common figure for total interest was 2.3 % of net sales.

A sufficiently large number of firms reported total interest

amounting to 1.8 % or 1.9 % of net sales, however, as to indi-
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cate that there is likely to be a tendency toward this lower

point.

The firm which had the highest rate of interest— 8.7 % of

net sales— was also the firm that showed the lowest rate of

stock-turn— 0.8 times— in 1921. As is explained in a later

section of this bulletin, the figures for total interest varied

inversely with the rate of stock-turn.

Supplies.

The common figure for supplies was 0.8 % of net sales. The
largest subdivision of the expense for supplies was under Gen-

eral Selling. Not enough stores were able to make an accurate

subdivision of their expense for supplies to justify the state-

ment of specific averages for the various subdivisions. It

was apparent, however, that Supplies—General Selling was

approximately twice as great as each of the following items:

—

Supplies— Administrative and General, Supplies— Occu-

pancy, and Supplies — Delivery. Supplies— Publicity was

smaller than the last three items stated, and Supplies—Buy-
ing was practically negligible in percentage of net sales.

Service Purchased.

Service Purchased, which includes heat, light, power, and

delivery, showed a common figure of 0.6 % of net sales

The common figure for Service Purchased — Occupancy,

among the stores that subdivided this item, was 0.5%; for

Service Purchased— Delivery 0.1 % of net sales.

Unclassified.

The common figure for unclassified expense was 1.2% of

net sales. The largest group of unclassified expense was Ad-

ministrative and General. Occupancy, Buying, General Sell-

ing, and Delivery expenses of this class were smaller and

approximately equal in amounts in percentage of net sales in

the stores that subdivided unclassified expense. Unclassified

— Publicity was much smaller than the other subdivisions.
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Travelling.

Wide variations in travelling expense were reported. A
number of firms had no entry whatsoever for travelling ex-

pense, but at the other end of the scale thirteen firms reported

travelling expense over 1 % of net sales, the highest being

2.2 %. The common figure for travelling expense was 0.5 %,
with a prominent sub-group around 0.3 %.

Communication.

The common figure for communication was 0.2 %, and the

highest figure reported was 0.8 % of net sales. The concentra-

tion around the common figure was marked. In the subdi-

visions, the entries for communication expense outside the

Administrative and General column were too few to have any

significance.

Repairs.

This item includes repairs of equipment, not repairs of

buildings. The common figure for repairs was 0.2 % of net

sales. The entries appeared chiefly in the Occupancy and

Delivery columns, the expense for Repairs— Occupancy ap-

parently being nearly twice as great as Repairs— Delivery.

Insurance.

This item includes insurance of all sorts except insurance

on buildings. The common figure for insurance was 0.4 % of

net sales. For the firms that subdivided insurance, the

amount entered in the Administrative and General column

was about three times the amount entered in the Occupancy

column, and these two together made up practically the en-

tire charge; the expense for Insurance— Delivery was small

in percentage of net sales.

Losses from Bad Debts.

The common figure for losses from bad debts was 0.2 % of

net sales, the figures showing a high degree of concentration

around this point. The heaviest loss from bad debts re-

ported by any department store was 2.6 % of net sales.



Other Depreciation.

This includes the loss in value of equipment and fixtures in

the store and warehouse and of delivery equipment. It does

not include depreciation of buildings, which is accounted for

under Rentals, nor does it include depreciation of merchan-

dise, which is accounted for in the merchandise statement

before the gross margin is determined. The common figure

for other depreciation was 0.5 % of net sales.

Professional Services.

Only one-half the stores reported expense for professional

services. The common figure for these stores was 0.1 % of

net sales.

Total Expense.

Total expense, which represents the cost of doing business,

is the sum of the individual groups of expenses for which the

common figures have just been explained.

The common figure for total expense in 1921 for the three

hundred one firms from which reports were received was

27.8% of net sales. Substantially more than one-half the

firms reported total expense between 24 % and 30 % of net

sales; the concentration around the common figure was well

defined. Although the common figure in 1921 was 27.8% of

net sales, the grouping of the expenses indicated that the

tendency is toward a lower ratio of total expense, probably

approaching a normal in the future around 26 % of net sales.

The highest total expense reported was 45.9 % of net sales.

This firm, which had a small volume of sales, had the highest

figure for salaries and wages and also the highest net loss that

was reported by any store. Its rate of stock-turn was less

than one-half the common figure.

On the schedule a cross-classification of expenses was used

whereby totals for salaries and wages, rentals, advertising,

and the other items already discussed were obtained on the

one hand, and on the other, provision was made for Total Ad-
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ministrative, Total Occupancy, Total Publicity, Total Buying,

Total General Selling, and Total Delivery. This last group of

totals could be computed only for those stores that were able

to fill in most of the subdivisions on the expense statement.

In preparing this summary, however, the reports of firms that

lumped small items, such as communication or repairs under

one or two headings, were not thrown out. Obviously the

failure to subdivide these small items finally could have only

slight effect on the general results. There were one hundred

nineteen stores for which these total figures could be approx-

imately determined. For these stores the common figure for

these various totals are given in Table 4. 1

TABLE 4

Operating Expenses in Department Stores in

1921 by Functional (Groups— 119 Firms

Net Sales = 100 %
Common Figure

Total Administrative and General 8.2 %
Total Occupancy 4.5

Total Publicity 3.3

Total Buying 2.3

Total General Selling 8.7

Total Delivery 0.9

Total Expense 27.9

For each of these totals, except Total Buying, the point of

concentration was well marked. The buying figures, chiefly

because of the dispersion of Salaries and Wages— Buying

already referred to, showed little regularity and little ten-

dency to concentrate.

1 The slight difference in Total Expense between the common figure

shown by this group and the group of three hundred one stores whose
figures are summarized in Table 2 is due chiefly to the fact that fewer

reports were included in the preparation of Table 4.
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OPERATING EXPENSES ACCORDING TO
VOLUME OF SALES

Inasmuch as there was a wide variation in the volume of

sales among the firms from which reports were received, an

analysis has been made of the chief items of expense for five

groups of stores classified according to volume of sales. In its

investigations in other trades the Bureau has found that the

classification according to volume of sales is the most signifi-

cant grouping of stores for detailed analysis. This grouping

in all the tests that have been made has greater significance

than grouping according to size of city or geographical loca-

tion. The operating expenses of two stores with a volume of

sales amounting to $250,000, for example, have been found

more readily comparable, wherever the stores were located,

than the expenses of stores with widely different volumes of

sales located in the same city. Although conclusive tests have

not yet been applied to the department store figures, the indi-

cations are that in general this conclusion also will apply to

department stores. In Table 5 the common figures for the

various groups of expense for each group of stores are given.

The number of firms included in each group is stated at the

top of each column.

This summary indicates that the common figure for salaries

and wages was lowest for the firms with small volume of sales.

Rentals were lowest for the first two groups of firms. Ad-

vertising was lowest in percentage of net sales for the group

with smallest volume. Taxes, on the other hand, tended to

decline as the volume of sales increased. Total interest was
lower for the groups of firms with sales over $500,000 than

for the groups of firms with smaller volume of sales. The

groups with highest total interest were the ones that showed

the lowest rates of stock-turn. (See Table 12.) Supplies

tended somewhat irregularly to increase with the volume of
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TABLE 5

Operating Expenses in 1921 According to

Volume of Sales

Net Sales = 100 %
Less than $250,000- $500,000- $1,000,000- $2,500,000
$250,000 499,000 999,000 2,499,000 and over

Number of Firms 81 66 47 61 46

Salaries and Wages 14.5% 15.6% 15.5% 15.8% 16.0%
Rentals 2.2 2.2 2.3 2.9 2.7

Advertising 1.8 2.1 2.6 2.9 2.7

Taxes 0.7 0.7 0.6 0.5 0.5

Interest 2.9 2.4 1.9 2.0 1.9

Supplies 0.6 0.5 1.0 0.9 1.2

Service Purchased

.

0.7 0.7 0.7 0.6 0.5

Unclassified 1.1 1.4 1.5 1.1 1.0

Travelling 0.5 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.5

Communication . . . 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2

Repairs 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.2 0.2

Insurance 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.3 0.3

Depreciation

:

Losses from Bad
Debts 0.3 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2

Other Deprecia-

tion 0.4 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.5

Professional Serv-

ices 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1

Total Expense 26.6 27.6 28.3 28.7 ' 28.5

sales. The other individual items were much the same for

each of the five classes.

Among the groups the common figures for total expense

showed little variation for the firms with sales amounting to

$500,000 and over in 1921, but these three groups had higher

common figures than were shown for the firms with sales

amounting to less than $500,000.

An insufficient number of reports from stores with sales

over $10,000,000 were received to permit the publication of
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a separate table for these firms. An examination of their

figures, however, has indicated that they were almost exactly

in line with the common figures for the whole group of firms

that had net sales amounting to $2,500,000 and over in 1921.

OPERATING EXPENSES ACCORDING TO FEDERAL
RESERVE DISTRICTS

The number of reports received from each of five Federal

Reserve districts was sufficient to warrant separate tabula-

tion and the determination of common figures for the expenses

of the firms in each of these districts. These figures are given

TABLE 6

Operating Expenses in Department Stores in 1921

in Five Federal Reserve Districts

Net Sales = 100 %
New Cleve- San

Boston York land Chicago Francisco

Number of Firms 63 26 36 56. 31

Salaries and Wages 15.0 % 15.0 % 15.7 % 15.3 % 15.3 %
Rentals 2.9 2.5 2.2 2.0 3.1

Advertising 2.3 2.2 2.5 2.6 2.0

Taxes 0.5 0.4 0.5 0.7 0.7

Interest 1.8 2.4 2.2 2.5 2.5

Supplies 0.8 0.5 0.8 1.0 0.8

Service Purchased 0.6 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.6

Unclassified 1.4 1.4 1.2 1.1 0.9

Travelling • 0.4 0.3 0.4 0.4 0.5

Communication 0.2 0.2 0.3 0.2 0.2

Repairs 0.3 0.3 0.1 0.2 0.3

Insurance 0.5 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4

Depreciation

:

Losses from Bad Debts ... 0.1 0.3 0.2 0.3 0.3

Other Depreciation 0.4 0.6 0.6 0.5 0.4

Professional Services 0.1 0.2 0.1 0.1 0.1

Total Expense 27.3 27.3 27.9 28.1 28.1
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in Table 6. Inasmuch as firms with widely varying volumes of

sales are included in each group, these figures probably have

somewhat less significance than the figures for expenses clas-

sified according to volume of sales in the preceding table.

It is worth while noting that the firms in the Boston Federal

Reserve district showed the lowest common figure for total

interest. The average rate of stock-turn was higher for the

firms in this district than for the firms in the other four

districts.

COMPARISON OF OPERATING EXPENSES
IN 1920 AND 1921

The common figures for all the firms reporting on operating

expenses in 1921, some of which did not report for the

preceding year, are roughly comparable with the common
figures for all the firms reporting on operating expenses in

1920. In order to give an exact picture of the changes that

have taken place, however, a separate summary has been

prepared from the statements of the one hundred forty-nine

firms that submitted fully comparable reports for both years.

Because of the difference in the number of firms, the common
figures for these one hundred forty-nine firms showed some

variations from the figures for the total number of stores re-

porting. The significance of fhe figures for these one hundred

forty-nine firms is that they bring out the exact degree of

change that has taken place in the expenses of a represen-

tative group of identical stores.

The changes occurred almost entirely in three items—
salaries and wages, rentals, and advertising. For these firms,

salaries and wages in 1921 were higher by an amount equal

to 1 % of net sales; rentals by an amount equal to 0.5 % of

net sales; and advertising by an amount equal to 0.3% of

net sales. These are the items in which probably the chief

adjustments will take place in the future as operating ex-

penses are again brought into line with the new conditions
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TABLE 7

Operating Expenses 1920 and 1921 — 149 Firms

Net Sales = 100 %
1920 1921

Salaries and Wages 14.1 % 15.1 %
Rentals 2.1 2.6

Advertising 2.1 2.4

Taxes . ... 0.6 0.6

Interest 2.1 2.1

Supplies 0.8 0.9

Service Purchased 0.6 0.6

Unclassified 1.3 1.3

Travelling 0.3 0.4

Communication 0.2 0.2

Repairs 0.4 0.3

Insurance 0.4 0.4

Depreciation

:

Losses from Bad Debts 0.1 0.2

Other Depreciation 0.5 0.5

Professional Services 0.1 0.1

Total Expense . . . .- 25.7 27.7

occasioned by the period of severe depression through which

business generally has been passing.

So far as salaries and wages are concerned, an analysis of

the figures for the firms that reported the subdivisions of

this general item for both years indicated that the increase in

salaries and wages in percentage of net sales was general in

all the subdivisions and not more marked in one subdivision

than in another.

GROSS MARGIN AND NET PROFIT OR LOSS

Gross margin is the difference between the net sales and

the cost of the merchandise sold. It represents the average

mark-up actually realized. It is the amount from which ex-

penses, must be met and in ordinary years a net profit
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obtained. The common figure for gross margin in 1921 in

the stores from which reports were received was 28.7% of

net sales. The lowest gross margin shown by any store was

7.6 % of net sales and the highest 38.5 %. Despite this wide

divergence between the extremes, the reports generally

showed a heavy concentration around the common figure.

For the one hundred forty-nine firms that reported their

figures for both years, the common figure for gross margin in

1920 was 27.4 %, and in 1921, 29 % of net sales.

The common figures for gross margin for the five groups of

firms classified according to volume of sales are given in

Table 8.

TABLE 8

Gross Margin in 1921 According to Volume
of Sales— 301 Firms

Net Sales = 100 %
Volume of Net Sales Gross Margin

Less than $250,000 25.8 %
$250,00(Mfc499,000 28.3

$500,000-$999,000 29.3

$1,000,000-$2,499,000 30.2

$2,500,000 and over ' 31.6

For the groups of stores in five Federal Reserve districts

the common figures for gross margin were as follows

:

TABLE 9

Gross Margin in 1921 in Five Federal
Reserve Districts

Net Sales = 100 %
District Gross Margin

Boston 29.3 %
New York

,

.

29.0

Cleveland 28.4

Chicago 27.9

San Francisco 30.5
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Net profit is the amount that remains after deducting total

expense from gross margin. In any instance where total ex-

pense exceeds gross margin, the result is a net loss. Approxi-

mately two -fifths of the department stores from which re-

ports were received showed a net loss in 1921.

Inasmuch as interest on the investment is included in ex-

pense, net profit is defined, for the purposes of this study, as

the amount that remains over and above all expenses, includ-

ing the salary of the proprietor or partners, rent of the store

whether owned or leased, and interest on the firm's net invest-

ment as well as interest on borrowed money. It is to be noted,

however, that federal and state income taxes are not included

in expense before net profit is determined but are rather a de-

duction from the net profit. Thus, net profit is not defined

in this bulletin as a return on the investment; it is rather

the amount which accrues to the owners of the business from

especially good management and occasionally through fortui-

tous circumstances. It is the primary incentive which induces

men to engage in business on their own account rather than

to accept employment and lend their capital to others.

The common figure for net profit in the department stores

from which reports were received was 0.9 % of net sales in

1921. This compares with an average net loss of 1.9 % in the

retail shoe trade, 6.6 % in the retail jewelry trade, and 1.9 % in

the wholesale grocery business in 1921. Thus of these four

trades the department stores were the only group that showed

an average net profit, even though small, for the year 1921.

This apparently was due in large measure to the fact that the

department stores showed an average increase in volume of

sales, whereas in the other trades from which the Bureau

collected figures, there was an average decrease in volume of

sales in 1921 as compared with 1920.

The heaviest net loss reported by an individual depart-

ment store on 1921 operations was 17.3% of net sales; the

highest net profit was 13.6%. For the one hundred forty-
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nine firms that reported for both years, a particularly pro-«

gressive group of firms, the common figures for net profit

were 1.7%.in 1920 and 1.3% in 1921.

The common figures for net profit or loss in 1921 for the five

groups of firms classified according to volume of sales are

given in Table 10.

TABLE 10

Net Profit or Loss in 1921 According to Volume
of Sales— 301 Firms

Net Sales = 100 %
Volume of Net Sales Net Profit or Loss

Less than $250,000 Loss 0.8 %
$250,00-$499,000 Profit 0.7

$500,00O-$999,000 " 1.0

$l,000,000-$2,499,000 * 1.5

$2,500,000 and over " 3.1

A comparison of the net profit figures in Table 10 with the

common figures for stock-turn for the same groups of stores,

Table 12, emphasizes the relationship between stock-turn

and net profit— the higher the rate of stock-turn, the greater,

in percentage of net sales, was the common figure for net

profit.

The common figures for net profit or loss in the five Federal

Reserve districts for which separate tabulations were made
were as follows

:

TABLE 11

Net Profit or Loss in 1921 in Five Federal

Reserve Districts

Net Sales = 100 %
District Net Profit or Loss

Boston .Profit 2.0%
New York 1.7

Cleveland " 0.5

Chicago Loss 0.2

San Francisco Profit 2.4
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STOCK-TURN

Because of the great variety of merchandise sold in depart-

ment stores and the likelihood of wide differences in the rate

of stock-turn in the various departments, it seemed doubtful

as to whether it would be worth while to compute a stock-

turn figure for each store as a whole in this trade. After tests

had been made, however, it was decided to go ahead with the

experiment, and the results indicate that, despite the obvious

qualifications that must be made, there are differences in

policy and practice in department stores regarding the rate

of stock-turn which have much the same significance as those

found in other mercantile trades that the Bureau has studied.

In these other trades, as the research has been continued, it

has become more and more evident that, under the business

conditions of recent years at least, the rate of stock-turn is

one of the most vital factors in determining the profitableness

of the store. This also holds true for department stores.

The rate of stock-turn represents the frequency with which

the stock of merchandise in the store is sold and replaced. If

a store carried an average stock only large enough for one

month's sales, it would turn its stock twelve times a year.

If, however, it carried a quantity of stock equal to the total

quantity sold during the year, it would have a stock-turn of

only once a year. Inasmuch as a mercantile business ordi-

narily carries many kinds of merchandise, each of which is

measured with a different physical unit, it has been found

necessary as a practical matter to undertake to measure the

rate of stock-turn by the use of value figures. The value figures

are less reliable than would be the figures for physical quan-

tity, but the latter cannot be harmonized, in the ordinary

mercantile business, in such a way as to obtain an average

result.

The first step in determining the rate of stock-turn is to

ascertain the average amount of stock carried. For this pur-
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pose an average monthly or weekly inventory would be

preferable. Such figures have not been collected by the

Bureau, however, and therefore it has been necessary in the

preparation of this summary to take the average of the inven-

tories at the beginning and end of the year as representing the

average amount of merchandise carried in stock. Since inven-

tories usually are taken at periods of low stock, this probably

tends to give a rate of stock-turn that is too high rather than

one that is too low. The figures for different stores, however,

are probably fairly comparable.

The next step is to determine the amount of merchandise

sold. Inasmuch as the average inventory used in computing

the rate of stock-turn is figured at cost prices, it is necessary

to use the cost of merchandise sold, as shown in the merchan-

dise statement, as the amount into which the average inven-

tory is divided. The quotient is the rate of stock-turn. Thus,

if the average inventory in any store at cost prices, is $400,000

and the cost of the merchandise sold during the year $1,400,-

000, the rate of stock-turn is 3.5 times.

The common figure for stock-turn for all the department

stores from which reports were received on 1921 operations

was 3 times. The lowest figure for stock-turn was 0.8 times—
in the store which showed the heaviest net loss for the year.

The highest rate of stock-turn was 11.4 times. Five firms

turned their stock 10 times or more and even though this

may be a figure beyond the reach of the average department

store, enough firms were turning their stock faster than the

average rate to indicate that in a majority of the department

stores a higher rate of stock-turn is possible.

The variations in the common figures for the rate of stock-

turn for the five groups of firms classified according to volume

of sales are shown in Table 12. As previously pointed out, the

rate of stock-turn was lowest and total interest highest for

the firms with sales amounting to less than $250,000; and the

rate of stock -turn highest and total interest lowest for the
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firms with sales amounting to $2,500,000 and over. Enough

stores with sales less than $250,000, however, were securing

a rate of stock -turn more rapid than the average to indicate

that there is no inherent reason why those firms should not

show as high an average turnover of their merchandise stocks

as is shown by any group of department stores.

TABLE 12

Rate of Stock-turn and Total Interest in 1921

According to Volume of Sales— 301 Firms

Net Sales = 100 %
Rate of Total

Volume of Net Sales Stock-turn Interest

Less than $250,000 2.2 times 2.9 %
$250,000-$499,000 2.9 2.4

$500,000-$999,000 3.5 1.9

$l,000,000-$2,499,000 3.3 2.0

$2,500,000 and over 4.0 1.9

The common figures for the rate of stock-turn in the five

Federal Reserve districts from which enough reports were

received for separate tabulations were as follows:

TABLE 13

Rate of Stock-turn in 1921 in Five Federal Reserve
Districts

District Rate of Stock-turn

Boston 3.7 times

New York 3.0

Cleveland 3.5

Chicago 2.7

San Francisco 2.9

The best test of the significance of stock-turn figures m
department stores is the results shown in Table 14. For this

analysis the firms were divided into three groups; the first

group includes the firms with a low rate of stock -turn, the
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second the firms with an average rate of stock-turn, and the

third the firms with a rate of stock-turn that was high for this

trade. For each of these groups the common figures were

computed for the major items of expense and also for gross

margin and for net profit or loss.

TABLE 14

Operating Expenses, Gross Margin, and Net Profit

or Loss in 1921 According to Rate of Stock-turn

Net Sales = 100 %
Stock-turn less 2.5-3.4 3.5 times
than 2.5 times times and over

Number of Firms 95 94 111

Salaries and Wages 16.2 % 15.4 % 14.7 %
Rentals 2.3 2.4 2.5

Advertising 2.2 2.4 2.5

Interest 3.0 2.2 1.8

Total Expense 28.5 27.9 27.1

Gross Margin 27.7 28.9 29.4

Net Profit or Loss Loss 0.8 Profit 1.0 Profit 2.3

The average cost of doing business for the one hundred

eleven firms that turned their stock 3.5 times or more in 1921

was 27.1 % of net sales. For the ninety-five firms that turned

their stock less than 2.5 times the average cost of doing busi-

ness was 28.5 %. The chief variations were in total interest

and in salaries and wages. The lower figure for salaries and

wages for the firms that had the high rate of stock-turn can-

not be attributed directly to the faster stock-turn but rather

to management policies which were tending to secure economy
in all the major departments of the business. The expense for

interest, however, was directly related to the rate of stock-

turn, since obviously the slower the stock was turned the more

capital was tied up in merchandise. The firms that turned

their stock less than 2.5 times had a common figure for in-

terest of 3 %, whereas the common figure for interest for
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the firms that turned their stock more than 3.5 times was

1.8 % of net sales. The heavier advertising expense for the

firms that had a high rate of stock-turn indicates one of the

means by which these firms speeded up their stock-turn and

thereby secured economies in other expenses that far more

than offset the additional advertising expense.

The gross margin was larger for the firms that turned their

stock rapidly. This naturally was to be expected, since the

more rapid the rate of stock -turn, particularly on a falling

market, the less is the loss from declines in market value and

from merchandise depreciation.

Net Profit or Loss in Department Stores in 1921

According to Rate of Stock-turn

Percentage
of Net Sales

Net Profit

Net Loss{:
Stock-turn 2.5-3.4 3.5 times
less than times and over
2.5 times

The firms that turned their stock less than 2.5 times

showed an average net loss for the year of 0.8 % of net sales.

The firms that turned their stock more than 3 5 times had an

average net profit of 2.3 % of net sales.

From these figures it appears that there are real differences

in the policies of department stores regarding the rapidity

with which their stock is turned, and that, in 1921 at least,

the firms which secured the more rapid rate of stock-turn were

substantially the more profitable.
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RETURNS AND ALLOWANCES

Returns and allowances to customers are particularly-

heavy in department stores. In Table 15 the returns and

allowances to customers in percentage of gross sales for the

department stores covered by this study are summarized.

Seventeen firms had returns and allowances less than 1 % of

gross sales; thirty-five firms, on the other hand, had returns

and allowances amounting to more than 7.5 % of gross sales.

The highest figure for returns and allowances in any individual

store was 27.7 % of gross sales.

TABLE 15

Returns and Allowances in 1921 — 129 Firms

Gross Sales = 100 %
Percentage of Gross Sales Number of Firms

Less than 1 % 17

1.0-2.4 29

2.5-4.9 28
5.0-7.4 20

7.5 and over 35

CASH DISCOUNTS

During the last two years questions frequently have come
up regarding the ratio of cash discounts taken to purchases

in department stores. Consequently the following summary
was prepared from the reports received by the Bureau. This

summary shows that five firms reported cash discounts taken

in 1921 amounting to 7 % or more of their purchases. In the

average department store the cash discounts taken amounted
to approximately 3 % of purchases.
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TABLE 16

Cash Discounts in 1921 — 271 Firms

Purchases of Merchandise at Billed Cost = 100 %
Percentage of Purchases Number of Firms

Less than 1 % 8

1.0-1.4 10

1.5-1.9 20
2.0-2.4 45
2.5-2.9 64
3.0-3.4 61

3.5-3.9 27

4.0-4.4 14

4.5-4.9 5

5.0-5.4 5

5.5-5.9

6.0-3.4 4

6.5-6.9 3

7.0 and over 5

FINANCIAL FIGURES

In several trades the Bureau has been making experimental

studies of the financial figures during the last two years. The
full significance of these figures, however, cannot be deter-

mined until the studies have extended over a longer period of

time.

The ratio of current assets to current liabilities at the end

of 1921 on the financial statements received from department

stores is shown in Table 17. In this table also are included

similar figures for the firms that submitted financial state-

ments in both years.

This table shows that fifty-three firms had current assets

less than twice their current liabilities at the end of 1921,

whereas fifty-two firms had current assets at least ten times

their current liabilities.
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TABLE 17

Ratio of Current Assets to Current Liabilities

at End of Year 1921

All Firms Firms Reporting
Reporting in Both Years

Ratio 1921 1920 1921

Less than 2.0 times 53 26 30

2.0-2.9 69 34 38

3.0-3.9 43 20 19

4.0-4.9 23 11 9

5.0-5.9 26 10 14

6.0-6.9 '........ 15 5 5

7.0-7.9 7 2 2

8.0-8.9 2 6 1

9.0-9.9 5 1 1

10.0 and over 52 29 25

Total number of firms 295 144 144

The ratio of accounts and notes receivable at the end of the

year 1921 to the average monthly sales in these department

stores is shown in Table 18. For fifty-two firms the accounts

and notes receivable were less than one-half the average

monthly sales; for twenty-nine firms the accounts and notes

receivable were at least twice the average monthly sales.

TABLE 18

Ratio of Accounts and Notes Receivable at End
of Year 1921 to Average Monthly Sales

All Firms Firms Reporting
Reporting in Both Years

Ratio 1921 1920 1921

Less than 0.5 times 52 24 22
0.5-0.9 85 59 46
1.0-1.4 89 39 46
1.5-1.9 40 13 19

2.0 and over 29 9 11

Total number of firms 295 144 144
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A comparison of the figures for the firms that submitted

financial statements for both years showed that there was

apparently a slight tendency for the amount of credit ex-

tended to customers to be greater at the end of 1921 than at

the end of 1920.

The ratio of accounts and notes payable for merchandise

at the end of the year 1921 to the average monthly purchases

of department stores is summarized in Table 19. For fifty-

nine firms the accounts and notes payable were less than

one-half the average monthly purchases; for one hundred

three firms, on the other hand, the accounts and notes payable

for merchandise were greater than the average purchases for

two months. There was apparently a tendency for the ratio

of accounts and notes payable for merchandise to purchases

to be greater at the end of the year 1921 than at the end of

the year 1920.

TABLE 19

Ratio of Accounts and Notes Payable at End of

Year 1921 to Average Monthly Purchases

All Firms Firms Reporting
Reporting in Both Years

Ratio 1921 1920 1921

Less than 0.5 times 59 40 26

0.5-0.9 48 27 22

1.0-1.4 49
~

21 25

1.5-1.9 36 14 17

2.0 and over... 103 42 54

Total number of firms 295 144 144
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CONCLUSION

This pioneer survey provides a record of the experience of

a large group of representative department stores in a year of

acute business depression. It reflects the difficulty that has

been encountered in readjusting operating expenses to de-

clining prices. In addition to providing this record of business

experience for future reference, this survey also shows that

there is a substantial opportunity for improvement through

better classification of operating expenses in many depart-

ment stores. The field for the educational campaigns of such

organizations as the Controllers' Congress and the National

Retail Dry Goods Association is large.

This study shows that a rapid rate of stock-turn is fully as

important in department stores as in other types of business.

Apparently there are numerous department stores that can

advantageously adopt methods for speeding up their rate of

stock-turn.

The average net profit realized in this trade in 1921 was

small. The evidence brought out by this survey and by that

for the preceding year indicates that a readjustment of

operating expenses is necessary to restore net profit to normal.

Undoubtedly, this will be accomplished primarily by reduc-

tions in those operating expenses which the summaries in this

bulletin show to be highest in percentage of net sales. This

means either a reduction in the amounts actually paid out for

operating expenses or an increase in volume of sales without

corresponding increase in operating expenses.
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APPENDIX

REPORT ON OPERATING EXPENSES IN
DEPARTMENT STORES IN 1920

Profit and loss statements for 1920 were received from 305

department stores, located in thirty-nine states, in Canada,

and one in Hawaii, with aggregate sales amounting to $535,-

193,000. The net sales of the individual firms ranged from

$71,000 to $29,000,000. The reports of 266 stores were in

sufficient detail for reliable tabulation of the items of expense

for which common figures are shown in Table I. Inasmuch as

1920 was not a normal year, these figures are to be used only

as a guide for comparison with the 1920 results in the individ-

ual store. Definitions of what is included in each item of ex-

pense are given in the Explanation of the Schedule for De-

partment Stores previously sent to cooperators and in the

reports of the Standardization Committee of the Controllers'

Congress. Total Expense includes interest both on borrowed

money and on the net investment in the business, and a rental

charge for the store whether the buildings are owned or leased.

The figure for Rentals includes insurance, taxes, repairs, and

depreciation, paid in lieu of rent. The figure for Advertising

is the expense incurred for advertising space and does not in-

clude Publicity salaries and the smaller items of Publicity

expense. The Net Profit figure represents net profit on mer-

chandise operations before adding Sundry Revenue (net) and

Interest and Rentals Earned, and before deducting Provision

for Income and Excess Profits Taxes.
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TABLE I

Operating Expenses in Department Stores in

1920— 266 Stores

Net Sales = 100%
Common Figure

Salaries and Wages 13.9 %
Rentals 1.9

Advertising 2.0

Taxes (Except on Buildings, Income, and Profits) . . 0.6

Interest (on Capital-Borrowed and on Capital-Owned) 2.

1

Supplies 0.8

Service Purchased (Heat, Light, Power, Delivery) . .

.

0.6

Unclassified 1.6

Travelling 0.3

Communication 0.2

Repairs 0.3

Insurance 0.4

Depreciation— Losses from Bad Debts 0.2

Other Depreciation 0.5

Professional Services 0.1

Total Expense 25.9

Gross Profit 27.8

Net Profit 1.8

Of the 266 statements used in compiling Table 1, 110 gave a

detailed distribution of salaries and wages. For these 110

stores, common figures for the subdivisions of salaries and

wages are shown in Table II,
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TABLE II

Salaries and Wages in Department Stores in

1920—110 Stores

Net Sales = 100%
Common Figure

Administrative and General— Executive 1.5 %
Other Administrative 0.4

Office 1.2

Occupancy 0.6

Publicity 0.4

Buying 1.7

Receiving, Marking, and Stock-Room 0.2

Inside Selling— Direct 6.3

Indirect 1.1

Delivery 0.5

Total Salaries and Wages 13.9
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